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QUESTÕES 
 (As questões poderão ser respondidas em português, inglês ou espanhol) 

1. What are the main characteristics of predatory publishers (journals)? (2,0 pts) 

2. What would be the definition of "advocacy science"? Give an example. (2,0 pts) 

3. Based on the text, quote an example of pseudo-science? (2,0 pts) 

4. Can be the academic evaluation adversely affected by predatory journals? How? (2,0 pts) 

5. What are the other strategies of these predatory publishers? (2,0 pts) 
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Questões da prova com o gabarito  
 
1. What are the main characteristics of predatory publishers (journals)? 
 
Predatory publishers generally charge authors to publish their research articles but make the content freely available on the 
internet. This model is called gold (author-pays) open access. While there is nothing inherently wrong with this publishing 
model, the predatory publishers have exploited weaknesses in the model and seek only to earn as much money as possible 
from researchers. Their websites may appear similar to those of high quality publishers, but they are counterfeit, and most 
do not perform a standard peer review. They prefer to quickly accept and publish as many papers as possible, so they can 
earn money from scholarly authors. Thus, by definition, predatory publishers and journals are those that exploit the gold 
open-access model for their own profit. 

Many predatory publishers pretend they are 'associations' or 'institutes', and they publish journals whose titles are 

similar to the titles of established and respected journals. Often they incorporate terms such as International, or 

Global, or Universal into the journal titles to attract submissions from authors needing a publication in an 

international journal. As mentioned, they use spam email to solicit article submissions, and many give false 

information about their headquarters locations, claiming to be based, for example, in London or New York, when 

they are really based in South Asia or West Africa. Often predatory journals claim they have 'impact factors' when 

they really do not, and there are now companies that supply fake impact factors to such journals. 

2. What would be the definition of "advocacy science"? Give an example. 
 
Now many predatory journals accept and publish 'advocacy research'. This type of research supports a particular political, 
religious, or social agenda using questionable science that normally would not pass through peer review. For example, some 
have written that asbestos is non-toxic, but the articles making this claim originated from the asbestos industry. Anti-
nuclear researchers have published research 'concluding' that nuclear power plants are more harmful than honest science 
has found. Others have written articles claiming a newly-discovered drug is efficacious, hoping to attract investors and even 
selling the drug over the Internet without government approval. 

 
3. Based on the text, quote an example of pseudo-science? 
 
Another problem predatory journals have made possible is the publication of pseudo-science. One field of study that seems 
to regularly attract pseudo-scientists is cosmology. There are open, unanswered questions in cosmology, including the 
question of the nature of dark matter and dark energy. Some researchers have used the easy publishing process that 
predatory publishers offer to 'answer' these questions. Others write to 'correct' Einstein or Newton. Their articles tend to be 
written in such a way that it is difficult to prove or disprove them. Papers denying climate change or the anthropogenic 
nature of climate change are also commonly published in predatory journals. 

 
4. Can be the academic evaluation adversely affected by predatory journals? How? 
 
Academic evaluation has been negatively affected by predatory journals. For many decades, universities relied on the 
scholarly publishing industry to properly manage peer review and to enforce selectivity in science and other research. But 
now, getting an article published is easy — all one has to do is deliver a manuscript and pay the fee. Unfortunately, many 
universities have not updated their evaluation policies to account for the existence of predatory journals. Too many of them 
look only at the number of publications, ignoring the quality of the journal where the research appears. 

 
5. What are the other strategies of these predatory publishers? 
 
You probably have also received many spam emails from conference organizers. These 'predatory conferences' solicit 
submissions much like predatory journals do. Typically, they spam frequently, they hold many conferences in many cities 
each year, and they organize five or more conferences simultaneously at the same hotel. The conferences are often held in 
resort cities. 
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Some conference organizers make deals with predatory publishers and arrange for the conference paper to be 

published in one of their journals. A good way to avoid predatory conferences is to find non-profit scholarly 

societies in your field and attend only conferences organized by respected and established scholarly organizations 

or associations. 

I mentioned fake impact factors earlier. There is only a single source of the authentic impact factors, and this is a product 
called Journal Citation Reports® published by Thomson Reuters. Bogus firms now make up and sell or license bogus impact 
factors to open-access journals. The journals then display these fake impact factors on their websites and in their spam 
email, hoping that researchers will believe the journal has an authentic impact factor or is a legitimate journal. 
 

 


